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Brothers and Sisters, I welcome you all in this plenary meeting of the Southern 
African Catholic Bishops’ Conference taking place for the third time now via video 
conference because of Covid-19 virus that poses a danger of infection in travelling 
and physical meetings.  Although you have become like one of us, Archbishop Peter 
Wells you are here among us representing the Holy Father and in that capacity, I 
welcome you in a special way and thank you for playing this representative role so 
dedicatedly and pastorally. Together with your team, especially your secretary Msgr. 
Dario Pavisa we thank you for linking us with the Holy See, informing us and nudging 
us about things we need to know and do.  
 
Thank you for conveying to the Holy Father the disturbing and life-threatening 
situations in the two Conference countries, eSwatini and South Africa and the 
subsequent message of the Holy Father calling for peaceful collaboration in solving 
these problems. We appreciate very much this pastoral solicitude from the Holy 
Father. We thank you in a particular way for facilitating the appointment of bishops in 
our Conference. Although lately, you have developed a style of having two bishops 
appointed and named at the same time, we are under no illusion that this task is 
easy. Thanks Archbishop Wells. 
 
I wish to welcome heartily the newly appointed bishops, starting with Archbishop 
Sigfried Jwara of Durban and Archbishop Franklyn Nubuasah.  We fully concur and 
are happy for the Holy Father’s appreciation of Archbishop Nubuasah’s dedicated 
and sometimes sacrificial service to the Church in Botswana and in the Conference. 
Congratulations also goes to Bishop Robert Mphiwe who is attending this plenary as 
bishop for the first time. Bishops Duncan Tsoke and Siphiwo Vanqa were named and 
appointed at the same time and are no strangers to the conference and we welcome 
them as new bishops of Kimberly and Queenstown, respectively. Finally, we 
welcome Mgrs. Anthony Rebello who in his mature age has been appointed bishop 
of Francistown. We look forward to the enrichment you will bring to the conference 
with your wisdom. 
 
The last time Fr. Hugh attended the conference plenary, he was the associate 
secretary general and has since become the Secretary General of the Conference. 
We welcome him in that capacity and thank him and his Archdiocese for responding 
to the call. Sr. Phuthunywa Siyali who has worked for the conference before is with 
us for the first time as Associate Secretary General, having been appointed in April 
this year and we welcome her and look forward to her contribution to the conference.  
 
During this plenary we will have the opportunity to bid farewell to Sr. Hermenegild 
Makoro, the former Secretary General, and thank her for her sterling service of 15 
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years in the secretariat. I welcome the other Khanya house staff members who are 
working hard to make sure that the plenary goes well, particularly Fr. Phuti, our new 
communication officer whom we will get the chance to know during this plenary.  
I wish to mention and appreciate all other staff members in Khanya House working in 
various departments, some of whom will be reporting to us during this plenary.  
 
Among those who will be reporting for the first time are Sr. Dumisile Sibisi, 
coordinating Secretary for the Laity Department and Sr.Colete Sele, the new 
coordinator for the AIDS Department. In the same breath of welcoming Sr. Colete, I 
wish to thank Fr. Patrick Rakeketsi who up to now was holding the fort in this 
department. Our lay professional advisors on legal and financial issues, some of 
whom will be reporting here are warmly welcome and appreciated.  
   
In the same breath of welcoming newcomers, I wish to thank in this opening address 
veteran bishops among us who have toiled in the Conference and helped it to 
respond to pastoral demands imposed upon it. I wish to acknowledge Archbishop 
Jabulani Nxumalo, who finally retired. I tried to find a Hebrew word to say to him, but 
for now, I think for now Shalom will suffice, Siyabonga Zwide. Thanks also to bishop 
Kevin Dowling who has served the conference with such dedication both with his 
skills and example of his life, he will be greatly missed in the conference, and we 
wish him well in his deserved retirement, Re ea leboga Ntate Mokgolo, we love you!  
Cardinal you will be handing over the Archdiocese this week to Archbishop Jwara. As 
administrator of Eshowe and Cardinal we still have you among us, but we wish to 
thank you for the long service you rendered to the Conference in your capacity as 
Archbishop of Durban. 
 
Lastly, we pay tribute to the members of the Conference who have passed, 
especially Bishop Hubert Bucher, the emeritus bishop of Bethlehem. When I became 
a seminarian, bishop Bucher was already a bishop, and he struck me as a no-
nonsense person, if you like a tough guy who was not given to encouraging 
mediocrity and entitlement. He embodied a strong sense of hard work, discipline, and 
accountability. He will be missed for his contribution in the conference. Maybe some 
old “topies” still among us like the Cardinal, Archbishop Tlhagale, bishop Kevin, 
Archbishop Nubuasah could share with us how they remember him in the 
Conference, may his soul rest in peace. 
  
During this year we also lost a number artist in South Africa, Sibongile Khumalo, 
Jonas Gwangwa, Tsepo Tshola, Steve Kekana and recently a film producer Shona 
Ferguson. These artists with their gifts of singing and creativity helped us to give 
expression to our human emotions of joy and sorrow. They lifted our spirits and 
soothed our souls enabling us to get in touch with the deepest parts ourselves. With 
music and drama, they communicated messages beyond words. We thank God for 
the rare gift of these artists with which they brought us together as a nation in song 
and drama, may their souls rest in peace. 
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I wish to thank the various departments of the Conference for the work that they have 
been able to do in these constraining circumstances of Covid-19. These have kept us 
informed and reminding us about what needs to happen. In particular. The 
Department of Social Action under Bishop Victor Phalana has been keeping an eagle 
eye on social and justice issues that require attention and helped the Conference to 
respond timeously and appropriately. I wish to thank in a special way the Denis 
Hurley Peace institute that has kept its finger on the pulse about the developments in 
Capo Delgado in Mozambique regarding political and social instability in that country.   
 
Brothers and sisters, our plenary meeting is taking place in the context of unrelenting 
attack of Covid-19 infections, increasing unemployment, social destabilisation in 
South Africa and political revolution in eSwatini. Luckily, in Botswana there appears 
to be no crisis of pronounced nature yet.   On the side of the Church, its life and work 
has been going on but hampered by the situation of Covid-19. The Pope has 
convoked a synod, whose preparation will begin next month. I wish I could give an 
elaborate address on these matters, but given the form of our meeting, I can only be 
brief.  
 
Starting we Covid-19 situation, let me begin by thanking all the Catholics in South 
Africa for keeping the faith during these difficult times, making use of possible means 
to keep personal relationship with God and the mission of the Church going. Priests 
and Pastoral workers have continued to be creative in finding ways of ministering 
during these constraining times, we thank them. Some of these priests and pastoral 
workers, while serving the people entrusted to them have contracted Covid-19 and 
died of it, we salute and admire them. Under these constraining circumstances, the 
Seminary also has done its best to teach and form the students, we thank the staff 
members for their work. Although, the bishops Lenten Appeal is not what it used to 
be we wish to acknowledge and appreciate that it increased slightly this year. 
  
So, even in these difficult times, we can safely say that the Catholic faith is still alive 
in Southern Africa with physical people who try to live it out. Yet we cannot be totally 
content because I believe some Catholics so enjoy sleeping late on Sundays when 
Churches are shut that even when there is reprieve to go to Church they continue to 
sleep, under the guise of fearing to catch Covid-19, yet they go to malls and other 
gatherings. If it will help, please tell your people that the Conference is encouraging 
them to go to Church when they are open following all the health protocol and to 
continue supporting the Church financially if they know that they can. 
  
The other thing we cannot be content about is the impact we are making to mitigate 
the suffering ensuing from Covid-19 and from the recent violence and looting. This is 
not only an indictment to Catholics but to all Christians. Christians constitute 80% of 
the South African population and if were united, our giving could have been more 
impactful than the isolated giving of individual denominations. Without wanting to 
compare, the “gift of the givers” is doing a better job in terms of alleviating physical 
needs than the 80% of the population that we constitute as Christians. 
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For this reason, and for other reasons that impede common witness among 
Christians, Bishop Malusi Mpumlwana, the SACC Secretary General will address us 
during this plenary on the nature and work of SACC.  For us Catholics the imperative 
to work for Christian unity is even more, given that there is even a Pontifical Council 
for it and we have it in the Conference as a fully-fledged department in our 
Conference dedicated to promoting Christian unity. As I usually say, Ecumenism and 
Inter-religious dialogue work well at higher level of leadership, but at grassroot level 
not so well. The beautiful idea of Local Ecumenical Action Networks (LEAN’s) to a 
large extent is failing, except perhaps in Natal. I look forward to engagement with 
Bishop Mpumlwana and the Cardinal on how best we can make ecumenical 
structures work.  
 
Before leaving the topic of Covid-19, let me raise another point that is causing 
disunity among Churches, and that is the closing of Churches and the small number 
that is allowed when they opened, presently the highest number allowed is 50. While 
most of the mainline churches, including ours are OK with government’s practice of 
closing Churches and drastically limiting the numbers when opened, many other 
Churches, especially the mega-churches are opposed to this practice.   
 
One argument that is usually presented is that the reasons for closing the churches 
are speculative and not based on scientific evidence that churches are super-
spreaders. Secondly, more than any other gathering place, Churches are on record 
in sticking to health protocols, and finally that full planes are allowed to operate, long 
distance taxis are allowed to load people, gyms and restaurants are allowed to 
operate and contact sport is allowed, but not the Churches. I find these arguments 
compelling but at the same time stuck because what I pick up is that most bishops 
here are OK with the closing of the Churches or are they? As Archbishop Tlhagale 
once said, is it because Churches do not pay taxes? I invite discussion on this 
matter. 
 
Perhaps one positive remark to make about the handling of Covid-19 is that though 
not at a pace that one would have liked, the vaccination programme appears to be 
finally making progress. Another positive development was the decisiveness in 
suspending the minister of health after allegations of corruption. Compared to what 
we know about governing party tending to protect its members than looking at the 
common good, this is a good progress in making accountability a priority. 
     
The next issue that is dominating life in the Conference area, particularly in eSwatini 
and South Africa is violence and looting that were ignited by political intentions in 
both countries. I would like to thank and commend Bishop Jose Luis who is carrying 
the burden of dealing with that situation alone as a Catholic bishop. I hope bishop 
Jose that the prayers and messages we have been sending were of some source of 
support. Although at such a great cost to life and economy, one positive thing that 
can be said about these protests is that they seem to be an irreversible move to 
decisively deal with the lack of democracy in that country. We pray that this noble 
goal will be achieved without much loss of precious life. 
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What is ironic is that one country wants the political regime that the other does not 
want. In eSwatini, people are fighting against a King who is treating the country as 
his private property, and in South Africa they (at least those who are instigating the 
violence) are fighting for the impunity of a man who has done something similar, a 
man who facilitated the looting of the country and when called to accountability, 
disregarded the laws of the country and entertains a paramilitary force to protect him 
against obeying the law. While in Swaziland people are tired of a big man who is 
untouchable, in South Africa they are fighting for a return of a situation where some 
people will be untouchable. 
 
 It is funny that in this day and age, people have not realized how the big man 
syndrome, where one person is allowed to do as he wants is disastrous for the 
country. The big man syndrome in Africa has seen constitutions being changed just 
to keep the big man in power. Big men have been allowed to stay forever in power 
preferring to sacrifice common good than to let the man go or force him to go.  
  
Let me just open a small parenthesis here about the big man syndrome in relation to 
clergy. In pointing a finger about the “big man syndrome” and following the advice of 
the Lord to take the plank off one’s eye before being keen to remove a splinter from 
your neighbor’s eye, I am painfully aware of the same syndrome being present in the 
Church as well, manifesting largely in clericalism. It was the misunderstood status of 
the clergy as untouchables that saw priests and religious getting away with the crime 
of sexual abuse of minors. 
  
Thank God, the Church has woken up against this pathological syndrome. The big 
man syndrome effect that some of our clergy need to purge off is the lack of financial 
accountability. Many a bishop have complained about some clergy failing to account 
for the finances entrusted to them. It is not unheard of that a diocese has been 
declined funding for project because one or two priests have failed to account for 
previously granted funds for a project. These are just two of big man syndromes in 
the Church and they may be others that are lurking, but we refuse to acknowledge 
them. Close parenthesis! 
  
The analysis of how the ruling party is ultimately responsible for this situation abound 
and I do not want to repeat here what has been better explained than I can do. The 
damage that has been done both to the social cohesion of this country and to the 
economy has also been well explained. 
  
What I wish to propose is that we should add our voice on the call for accountability 
for the violence and looting that has been allowed to happen in the country. Those 
who by commission or omission of their duties have facilitated this must account. 
After this tragedy, the government committed to give a grant of R350.00 to those 
affected because “it is a caring government”. But if it was a caring government, it 
would have done more to develop the poor people who have been neglected and 
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whose deep-seated anger was unleashed into violence by the opportunity of the 
arrest of the former president. 
  
We need to ride the wave of this moment to demand serious economic upliftment of 
the poor majority instead of piecemeal grants. I am not sure exactly what those areas 
of upliftment would be, maybe our Justice and Peace Department could identify 
them, but education and rural development appear to be the most urgent, given that 
about 63% of young people are not employed. 
  
Statistics indicate that every year 1.1 million children are born, and out of those, on a 
yearly basis, only 150.000 make it to matric, and 950.000 disappear. During this 
violence and looting, we saw where young people are, they are sitting at home 
gullible to any imposter who can use them for his or her selfish ends.  I am noting 
education and rural development because as Church we can also play a role. We 
have schools and we have vast lands that the missionaries left us. Instead of 
criticizing only, we must also come to the party towards a solution.  
 
While sympathetic to the plight of many young people who are unemployed, we must 
continually challenge them to avail themselves of whatever small opportunity there is. 
Many young people are stuck to the mentality of being employed and provided for. 
Many black people of my age grew up under very disadvantaged circumstances, but 
with hard work and luck they managed to lift themselves up. Our parents did not have 
means, but they did not sit but used what they had. They made us wake up in the 
early hours of the morning to plough the fields before going to school. While the 
government must be challenged to play its role in improving the lives of the citizens, 
let also use the little that is around us  
 
What also has become clear in the discussions and analysis of this crisis is that 
business has not played its part in spreading the economic activity to most of the 
citizens, particularly the banks. While the government is constantly under scrutiny 
about corruption, it is reported that there is also rampant corruption in business. 
Perhaps our Justice and Peace department could assist us with facts so that we 
make use of this crisis to add our own voice in challenging business about corruption 
and failure to play its role in spreading economic power across the spectrum. 
 
Without generalizing, our people, particularly those in the rural areas tend to be loyal 
to authorities and those who present themselves as “untouchable big men”. I see 
these ructions in both Swaziland and South Africa as opportunity for the Church to 
teach people about democracy and to encourage them to vote on the basis principles 
and accountability instead of sentimentality and attachment to certain people and 
parties.  
 
The sight of people in Gauteng protecting the businesses and the fact that this 
violence did not extend to other provinces is a sign of hope that the people of this 
country are choosing the rule of law than lawlessness. The big man syndrome for 
now, appears to have failed in taking grip of our country, but we must not be 
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complacent because this situation of dry grass of poverty has a potential to ignite into 
huge fire at the hands of a big man who wants to serve his interest.  
  
I do not want to be a big man, but contrary to what we had thought that it would be 
possible to have presidential elections during the plenary, it is proving impractical do 
it via video conference, So, the Board is proposing postponement of the election of 
the troika to January, and I present that for your consideration and discussion during 
this plenary. Thank you and welcome to all of you.    
 
 
 

 

 

 

 


